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Aug 21, 2013 @ 1:23pm @Adrijana " DRM didnt load " Lara I want to know if i can get DRMdumper.exe withtaylor hawke 31.03.2018 as download.
Mar 14, 2020 @ 8:24am Failed to open bigfile.001.tiger:cannot load this part of the fileIt seems the error is a corrupted bigfile.001.tiger and/or a

corrupted file in the file. Nov 26, 2019 @ 1:54pm @ ryansalva I've already tried everything I can think of. I've got the perfect game, it just wont play.
=( Mar 5, 2020 @ 9:26am so i opened the file and theres another file here bigfile.001. Mar 5, 2020 @ 9:47am i opened the file and theres another file
here bigfile.001.tiger. but i still cant get past this because of the error saying it cant find or open the next file, the "fallback" file, all of these files are
in c:windows Mar 5, 2020 @ 10:27am Hi @ryansalva, I have the same issue. As of last night, you could get past the error, but when you open the file,
it doesn't seem to make much sense. Mar 5, 2020 @ 10:58am So, I have the same issue here as well. I cant play it, I get the error saying the file can't
be opened, and it opens to a black screen. Nov 25, 2019 @ 6:17am I tried everything I could think of, but the solution to my problem doesn't seem to

have been found in any place other than here. I have a second Tomb Raider 2013 and I had downloaded the original game from Steam, then
uninstalled it. I couldn't install the DLC, but I can run it. However, if I save the game and try to run it from Steam, the DRM pops up and asks for

authorization. I am not connected to the Internet, so what's the point? I have tried turning off my antivirus and nothing. I tried my friend's version of
the game, but that doesn't work either. I tried a version with a smaller file size and that didn't work either. I have tried my game in Safe Mode, but the

same thing happens. It does not matter
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Feb 2, 2020 bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider error, download bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider 2013, . . tomb raider 2013 bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider 2013,
download bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider error, download bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider 2013, . Jan 16, 2020 Hi Guys. I'm back on here again to ask for
help. My brother has downloaded a game on my computer and says its Tomb Raider 2013. When I open the file and run it. It opens and the launcher
screen loads but no graphics and sound. I can hear a voice which sounds like my brother but nothing else. I have tried re-installing but I still get the

same problem. . . Download tomb raider 2013 bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider error bigfile.000.tiger tomb raider error, download bigfile.000.tiger tomb
raider 2013, . May 14, 2017 I have this file, the one for Tomb Raider 2013: FR. If I open that file in the launcher, the game goes into the opening

screen where it should, and if I press the launch key, it says "You have Tomb Raider 2013. This is one of the biggest problems I've ever had. . Soo Ive
found how to resolve. 1) Use Gibbed.TombRaider9.Unpack.exe to unpack the Bigfile.000 2) Use TR9DRMDumper.exe with the DRM container ( .
Jan 16, 2020 I need help with bigfile.000.tiger files in Lara Croft ToO.. trying to open the stupid DRM files from Tomb Raider 2013 for a project, .
Jan 16, 2020 Hi Guys. I'm back on here again to ask for help. My brother has downloaded a game on my computer and says its Tomb Raider 2013.

When I open the file and run it. It opens and the launcher screen loads but no graphics and sound. I can hear a voice which sounds like my brother but
nothing else. I have tried re-installing but I still get the same problem. . Apr 18, 2020 From Tomb Raider. Any idea what the problem is? I have the

latest version of the game. All other games work perfectly. Jan 16, 2020 2d92ce491b
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